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 by Mylene2401   

Naf-Naf 

"Trendy and Chic"

If you are looking for some fashionable clothing for women, Naf-Naf is the

place to go to. Part of a worldwide chain of shops, Naf-Naf offers the best

of Paris fashions. From casual-chic cardigans and leggings to eleborate

silk dresses, there is something here for every taste and occasion. There is

also a selection of clothing specially designed for kids and teenagers.

These trendy and daring designs using bold fabrics and prints are sure to

catch the eye and add a little flash to your wardrobe.

 +33 491 91 3425  www.nafnaf.com/nos-boutiques/naf

-naf-marseille-

bourse_marseille_13001/190.html

 17 Cours Belsunce, Centre Bourse,

Marsiglia

 by Treddy Chen on Unsplash 

Armand Thiery 

"Clothes for Men"

The Armand Thiery boutique for men, located in the center of the city,

offers a simple yet stylish collection of clothes in both the classic and

sports ranges. The straight-cut trousers are great for comfort, and the Fair

Isle pullovers in either black or grey certainly do the job. In the all-weather

range, choose from Italian pinstripe coats, black 4 button suits, ties and an

impressive selection of shirts.

 +33 491 70 4880  www.armandthiery.fr/fr/magasins/b

ouches-du-rhone-13/marseille-11bis-

rue-saint-ferreol-342.htm

 36-38 Rue Saint-Ferréol, Marsiglia

 by Highlight ID on Unsplash   

Zara 

"Contemporary Fashion Hub"

Zara's creations have undoubtedly filled an important gap in the fashion

market, becoming an essential feature in any fashion conscious wardrobe

and appealing to both the young and the not so young. The men's

collection on the first floor comprises a simple, classic style in suits, and a

more relaxed look in leisurewear. The forthcoming children's range

incorporates flexible and comfortable clothing in a blaze of colors. The

ground floor combines a stylish line of couture for women with designs for

the more adventurous as well. The more classic fashions mostly range

from sizes 34 to 38 and include fitted coats with belt and drainpipe

trousers.

 +33 491 00 3369  www.zara.com/  57 Rue Saint-Ferréol, Marsiglia
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 by TheFork 

Jardin Montgrand 

"Concept Store and Cafe"

Jardin Montgrand is a one of its kind concept store. Based in a 19th

century building, the owner has created the perfect blend of history and

modern times. At Jardin Montgrand, you can not only shop for jewelry,

home decor, groceries, clothes and a lot more, but you can also indulge in

culinary discovery sessions, meetings with artists or watch a fashion

show. The concept store is complemented with a trendy cafe, allowing

you to take a break from exploring the extensive product selection

without leaving the store. With its fascinating collection and tons of

interesting events going on all the time, you’ll find yourself returning quite

often.

 +33 491 00 3521  www.jardin-

montgrand.com/

 hotel@maison-

montgrand.com

 35 rue Montgrand, Marsiglia
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